
CONSEQUENCES  
FOR DESIGN



Let’s use consistent names 
in class

Hue

Saturation

Luminance



Hue

Saturation

Luminance

Let’s think about what happens 
when we change these

Starting color
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–Maureen Stone

“Get it right in black and white”



If you’re going to show shape variation, do it with luminance



If you’re going to show shape variation, do it with luminance



If you’re going to show shape variation, do it with luminance



It’s not the brightness that makes it uncomfortable



It’s not the brightness that makes it uncomfortable



http://www.settheory.com/Glass_paper/
Kanizsa_observations.html

http://www.settheory.com/Glass_paper/color_motion.gif

http://www.settheory.com/Glass_paper/Kanizsa_observations.html




Do not rely only on hue boundaries to 
depict shape



Do not rely only on hue boundaries to 
depict shape









(Hint - great project)



Ware, Chapter 4



Area affects saturation perception


Saturation affects area perception





Saturation affects area perception



Area affects saturation perception


Saturation affects area perception

Imagine the mess if you try to use both…



CONSTANCY AND 
ADAPTATION



SPATIAL  
ADAPTATION



SPATIAL  
ADAPTATION



SPATIAL  
ADAPTATION



SPATIAL  
ADAPTATION



http://www.handprint.com/HP/WCL/tech13.html

SIMULTANEOUS CONTRAST











Simultaneous contrast is a problem

Consider quantizing scales if long-range 
comparisons should be supported


(This comes at a fidelity cost for the data)



“Categorical” data

d3.scaleOrdinal(d3.schemeCategory10)

• Sometimes there’s no implied relationship between 
different levels of a variable


• Stimuli must look different, but only different



Order these colors!



Order these colors!
You can’t…



Order these colors!



Order these colors!
You can’t help but…



Order these colors!
You can’t help but…



Be aware of implied and 
perceptually forced color 

relationships

For categorical data, use color only when you 
have few categories (less than 10)



Be aware of implied and 
perceptually forced color 

relationships

long jumps in hue: ordering is lost

variation in contrast: ordering is forced


variation in luminance: ordering is forced





The Dreaded Rainbow 
Colormap



If you’re going to use the rainbow 
colormap, use an isoluminant 
version, quantize it, or both

Bad

Better



COLORBREWER



COLORGORICAL



TEMPORAL ADAPTATION

http://www.moillusions.com/black-and-white-in-colour-
again.html/13191556xteeocm7



TEMPORAL ADAPTATION

http://www.rpdms.com/satillusion/



Impossible Colors (!)
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/56/

Chimerical-color-demo.svg


